
EXA�rpLEiS OF SFRAY PAINTING, SHOWIN,G A WIDE VARIIDTY OF APPuICA'TION'S 

Spray Painting* 
A Study of the Practicability of Blowing Paint on Various Surfaces 

By H. A. Gardner 

T
HE war placed such great demands upon the painting 
industry that it was found necessary to utilize every 
means to accomplish the huge painting program that de

veloped. The shortage of men capable of wielding brushes 
soon became apparent and the great speed demanded in 
production developed as a vital factor. As a result, the 
steel hulls of many vessels, the rough siding of many tem
porary buildings, and th� surfaces of thousands of guns, 
tractors, and other military equipment were coated by the 
spray machine. Because of the speed obtained through the 
use of this device for preserving or camouflaging materials 
of warfare, attempt1s have been made to develop it for peace 
time painting purposes. To many observers the question has 
come as to whether the machine is of sufficient practical 
value to merit a permanent place in the art of painting and 
whether at will to any extent replace the old-time hand paint 
brush. 

Some observers have stated that hand-brush manufacturers 
cannot produce sufficient brushes to apply the paint for which 
such great demands exist. 'While the apparent shortage of 
bristles might to some extent be held responsible for such a 
situation, it has been suggested that even though bristles were 
as plentiful as at any time previous to·,·the war, it would 
be difficult for manufacturers to produce an over-abundance 
of brushes for coming needs, and that the brush industry 
could not therefore be injured through the development of 
the spraY-ipainting machine. 

Similarly it has been advanced that the occupation of 
the' journeyman painter could not in any way be injured by 
the adoption of spray painting for certain special classes 
of. work, since dt is often impossible to obtain sufficient labor 
to apply the paint for which such enormously increased de
mands exist. Furthernrore, it has been claimed that unless 
some means is provided for at least partially relieving the 
situation, millions of dollars of loss may result from the sur
face decay that will take place on unpainted structures. It 
ds undoubtedly true that painting was neglected to such an 
extent during the war period that immediate action must 
now be taken to preserve the property that will otherWise 
be d,amaged, if longer ieft unpainted. This .. means that during 
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coming years an even greater demand will develop for paint 
and varnish products. Any legitimate and satisfactory means 
for the application of these products should therefore be 
welcomed not only by the master painter but by the journey
man painter and the publiCI The use, for instance, of 
the spray machine (if found practicable) will not only be of 
service to the property owner but will actually stimulate the 
employment of and demand for painting labor. To make 
th:is more clear, it has been suggested that a comparison of' 
the situation be drawn with the effect of the sewing machine 
upon the tailoring industry. The journeyman tailor undoubt
edly at first loked askance at the development of such a 
machine. It was soon found, however, that this machine 
created an almost entirely new industry in the production 
of ready-made clothing. The availability of these products at 
once effected a great demnnd and increased usage. As a 
result, thousands of operators were required where but hun
dreds were employed before. 

It is believed, therefore, that any device that creates 
new business in new fields is to be given the hearty sup
port of all, if found to be of a practical nature. Whether 
or not the machine will prove useful will depend upon the 
results obtained by the painter during the coming period of 
great activdty in his trade. He may, for instance, find! 

it well suited for certain classes of work and unsatisfactory 
for other kinds. 

Some observations made by the writer on tests with the 
spray painting machine may be of interest to the members of 
this AJssociation in judging of Hs possible usefulness in their 
work. The tests were made on large surfaces with both 
hand brushes and spray machines. After a ,sufficient period 
of exposure, data will be available as to the comparative dur
ability of each type of work. 

SPRAY PAINT TESTS AT WASHINGTON. 

The tests referred t o  were made in Wahsington on gov
gernment buildings by one of the prominent members of this 
Aissociation. The mRlchJne used in the experiments con
sisted of a 4-H. P. motor, a large idr tank, and a 5-gallon 
paint tank. I t  required 220-yolt direct current. For the 
roof work the paint tank was hoisted to the roof 'and two 
hose leaders were carried from the air tank located on the 
ground. Two operators could work at the same time with 
the paJnt tank which was fitted with two spray guns. 
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-"'or the exterior work an experienced spray brusn operator 
started the work on one side of the building, and two journey
men with 4lf2-inch hand brushes started the work on' the 
other side, which was a duplicate in size, shape and' construc
tion of the side selected for the spray test. After the work 
had been started ·a journeyman painter enDirely unfamiliar 
with the use of the spray gun was shown how to operate it. 
He completed the tests, including the walls and roof area. It 
was apparent that a very short period of time was required 
to instruct a man to use a spray gun. The tests were of 
good size and included on the side walls an area of over 8,000 
feet and on the roof an area of nearly 9,000 feet. 

The paint used for the exterior wall work was a lead 
paint tinted with ochre, weigruing 17.6 Ibs. per gallon for the 

first coat and 20 Ibs. per gallon for the second coat. Both 
paints were easily handled by th� spray gun. The paint used 
on the roof was an oxide of iron paint weighing about 
14 libs. per gallon. The paint used for the interior work 
was a modern sanitary flat wall paint of the lithopone type, 
weighing 14 Ibs. per gallon. It was apparent that the spray 
gun would success(ully handle paint of practically any weight 
per gallon. 

In doing the first coat on the exterior brick walls, all 
cornices and trim ·were cut in with the spray on the side 
of the building where the spray test was made. On the 

second coat, however, the cornices were cut in by hand 
with a brUSh, in order to assure a neat job. The time of 
the brush work was counted in as spray-gun time. 

It has preyiously been assumed that the average journey
man painter, working on wall 'surfaces and u�ing a hand 
paint-brush would do about 200 square feet an hour, or about 
250 square feet an hour on roof work. In these tests however 
a much greater speed wa,,� attained in the hand"brush work. 
It i·s assumed that this was due to the great. interest of the 

painters in the test. 
Observation of rile completed work ShOWBd that practically 

no difference <in the appearance of the spray and the hand
brush work existed, with the exception that the spray work 
was slightly more opaque. The painters in applying the paint 

by hand with 4lf2-inch brushes used drop cloths at the base 
of their work, whereas no drop cloths were used by the spray 
workmen. There was apparently little paint falling to the 
ground, the only loss being in the form of a fine mist. On 
a damp day this mist, of course, would be greatly intensified 
due to the presence of the volatile constituents of the thinner. 
This mist would lead an observer to believe that considerable 
paint was being lost, wherea.s, as a matter of fact, only a very 
little quantity of paint was being dissipated as mist. The 
mist was of a somewhat colloidal character and the effect 

was largely optical. On the interior work, however, a notice
alble difference was 'shown. The mist in the room where 
the paint was being applied by spray guns was very notice
able. Drop cloths were required on the floors in order to pre
yen t staining. Pain tel's employed for con tin uous periods on 
interior spray work might to advantage wear a simple form 
of respirator. The roof work was, of course, !Subjected to 
strong currents of air, but there was apparently no very 
large loss of paint. It was observed, bowever, that the over
alls .of the painters using lthe spray guns become somewhat 
lIlore ,soiled than where hand-brush work was being done. 

On the interior tests, .one room was done by two painters 
with hand brushes and two rooms with the spray gun 
Ily one operator. The ro.oms faced a courtyard in which 
the machine was placed with hose leaders running up to 
the work. The ceilings of the rooms were arched, four 

arches meeting in the centre of each. This made the painting 
rather difficult by hand but very much ea'sier for spray 
work. The side walls had four projecting columns, one at 
ea,ch corner, and between the tops of these columns and the 
arched ceilings there was a heavy scroll cornice. Each room 
also had a fireplace and chimney breast and large recessed 

combination windows. The hand work was somewhat marred 
by 'streaks and the covering was poor. The spray work was 
greatly superior. A very much heavier coating of paint was 
apparently applied. It was necessary to put on two c.oats 
of paint by the hand brush in some instances in order to 
get satisfactory covering. 

Information gathered from some of the journeymen painters 
indicate that they are not averse to the use of the spray gun 
after they become acquainted with it. In fact, the painters 
showed less fatigue at night than when using hand brushes. 
Some were therefore enthusiastic about its use. 

Dr. Gardner's paper was accompanied by tables of tests which 

are here omitted because of limitations of space. These tables 

show that on previously painted metal roof spraying requires 

approximately 10 pcYr cent more paint than brushing, while 

brushing requires approximately 200 per cent more labor than 

spraying. 

On previously painted brick 1.calls and stone cornices spray

ing required approximately seven per cent more paint than 

/!rnshing, while brushing required lLpproximately 109 per cent 

lnore labor' than spraying. 

On combined ceilings and walls of plaster spraying re

quired approximately 40 per cent 1JWre paint than brushing 

but gave quite good hiding in one coat, while brushing re

quired approximately 160 per cent more labor than spraying 

and gare poor hiding in one coat.-EDIToR. 

SPRAYING PAINT ON STEEL GIRDERS, ON A FRAME BUILDING AND ON A STUCCO WALL 
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